Abstract-We introduce a network of networks (NoN) model to solve image regularization problems. The method is motivated by the fact that natural image formation involves both local processing and globally coordinated parallel processing. Both forms are readily implemented using an NoN architecture. The modeling is very powerful in that it achieves high-quality adaptive processing, and it reduces the computational difference between inhomogeneous and homogeneous conditions. This method is able to provide fast, quality imaging in early vision, and its replicating structure and sparse connectivity readily lend themselves to hardware implementations.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGES acquired from practical sources suffer from various degradations which may distort the representative features of the scene and make visualization and image analysis very difficult. The degradation mechanism is closely related to the physical processes involved. Typical examples include finite resolution of sensor arrays, motion blur, refraction, poor focus, and noise effects due to quantization and data transmission.
Image regularization is a processing technique in early vision which attempts to alleviate the degradations and provide clear and noise-free images. Image regularization is generally regarded as an ill-conditioned or even ill-posed problem [1] - [3] . The classical methods tend to form very large dimensional optimization problems [1] - [4] , without taking into full account the finite nature of imaging systems and the local correlations among signals and noise. Moreover, they do not address the enormous hurdles to space domain implementations present in high dimensionality systems. In particular, when inhomogeneity limitations apply, processing times typically increase drastically.
Optimization methods based on a Hopfield-Tank network [5] were introduced to image regularization by Zhou et al. [6] and Paik and Katsaggelos [7] . The networks have diluted connections among the computing units based on the structure of the imaging system. However, the adaptive nature of neural networks was ignored in the design, which led to suboptimal solutions. Furthermore, the more difficult inhomogeneous problem was not addressed.
Recent research in a biologically plausible neural computing model, the network of networks (NoN) model, opens the door for new processing methodologies. The motivation behind NoN-based methodologies is both physical and neurobiological. Image formation requires local and global processes, and the rapid integration between the two. Biological networks subserving such processes are sparsely connected and adaptive, and they operate at multiple scales of organization simultaneously [8] . Furthermore, they do not differ markedly in their ability to discriminate objects degraded by either homogeneous or inhomogeneous methods.
In a previous paper, the authors introduced a preliminary version of the NoN model to image restoration under homogeneous conditions [9] . It processes images in a globally coordinated local parallel processing fashion. The method suggested a massive and hierarchical real-time parallel processing architecture.
In this paper, we briefly review the NoN model and extend the model to accommodate difficult regularization problems (Sections II and III). We then present some simulation results (Section IV).
II. IMAGE FORMATION AND REGULARIZATION
It is well known that the energy of the sensor function of an imaging system is practically restricted in a finite spatial area [1] , [2] . Assuming linearity of the imaging system, then image formation is characterized by the following equation: (1) where is a pixel in the image recorded by the imaging system, is a pixel in the original image, represents the measurement noise, and represents the imaging system, which is linear but spacevariant. The size of the image is assumed to be The maximum possible support of the imaging function is where The subscripts in the imaging function indicate that the value of the component depends on the position of the image pixel
In general, the imaging function is inhomogeneous.
It is clear from (1) that, at most, only pixels in contribute to the formation of a particular pixel in It follows that only a finite number of pixels in the recorded image contain relevant information to reconstruct a particular pixel in the original image When the imaging effect is assumed linear, regularization is frequently modeled as the minimization of a quadratic 1045-9227/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE programming problem (2) where is a matrix representing the effect of the imaging function/image statistics, is a high-pass operator, and is a regularization parameter attempting to provide the best result in the regularized image. Many well-known filters belong to this category [1] , [2] . When the imaging condition is homogeneous, is block Toeplitz, and there exist many fast algorithms to solve the problem, such as the method introduced in [10] . However, the model in (2) has three major limitations: 1) the single regularization parameter, assumes stationarity and may introduce instability in the processed images; 2) even when the image model can be approximated as stationary, the imaging process may be inhomogeneous; and 3) the model is very large, which impedes the requirement for both quality and speed of processing.
Although various methods have been devised to choose an optimal [1] , the single value approach has been consistently used in image regularization. We suggest that using a single value of for all pixels in the image produces a suboptimal solution in the case of inhomogeneous image processing. We propose that replacing with a regularization matrix provides a better solution and that there is a natural correspondence between the use of such a matrix, the NoN model and hardware computing platforms that utilize replicating modules.
III. PROCESSING BY THE NoN MODEL
A. Network of Networks
The NoN model was independently developed by Sutton et al. [8] and Anderson et al. [11] . The core architecture of the model consists of nested distributed systems. In a NoN architecture, the neurons or computational units form distributed networks, which themselves link to form larger networks [ Fig. 1(a) ]. In general, a -level hierarchy of nested distributed networks is constructed [12] . A key property is that neurons maintain their individuality as the networks cluster together to form successively larger networks. Neurons behave as vector elements. This is in contrast to multilevel networks, which map the activity of a network onto a scalar and then take the average of scalar networks to map onto the next level of the network, and so on.
The formation of clusters and levels among neurons is based on their interconnections. Neurons are heterogeneous entities with complex arborizations and computational properties [13] . In general, neurons within clusters are more densely connected together than neurons across clusters. The overall anatomical connectivity is sparse. However, the functional connectivity among clusters has a rich dynamics and is due, in part, to temporally correlated activity among neurons [12] . Suggestion of multiscale clustering, in accordance with the NoN theory, has recently been achieved using functional magnetic resonance imaging of the human brain [14] .
B. Quadratic Programming and the NoN Model
In this section, we introduce a generalized quadratic programming model to regularization. Mathematically, the generalized model is expressed as (3) where . . .
is a diagonal matrix-the regularization matrix. Using this matrix, the most appropriate regularization can be achieved for each individual pixel, and this resolves the quality requirement. However, the introduction of the regularization matrix complicates the efficiency requirement at the same time. Even for homogeneous conditions, the model is no longer symmetric and is no longer block Toeplitz. As a result, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the fast Toeplitz solvers cannot be used for efficient computation.
To see how artificial neural networks, and the NoN model in particular, are related to the problem at hand, consider (3) in its scalar form. It can be written as (5) where with assuming is row-wise lexicographically ordered. Comparing (5) with the computational energy function of an attractor network model [15] , we have that (6) where is a neuron, is the interconnection strength, and is a bias input term. If we ignore the constant term then we can identify immediately the similarity between (5) and (6) and (7) Each neuron represents an image pixel and the value of ranges between is the maximum gray level intensity of the image pixels.
Equations (5) and (6) show the mapping of the quadratic programming model to an ordinary attractor network. However, the imaging process and the underlying statistics determine that both matrix and matrix are very large sparse matrices. This leads to the cluster formulation of the problem by a NoN model. In [9] , it was shown, under homogeneous conditions and by using a single regularization parameter, that the large sparse quadratic model can be decomposed into small clusters which form a bottom-up hierarchy to process images. The self-organizing features of such systems have recently been characterized in detail [16] .
To implement a NoN-based processing method that includes inhomogeneity, the quadratic model is first decomposed into local clusters using the procedures given in [9] . Each cluster is assigned a regularization parameter. If a cluster covers a homogeneous area, then this assignment is obvious. When there is inhomogeneity, one option is to assign a value for each pixel. We maintain that this is too strong a requirement for several reasons. First, assigning an optimal for each pixel is mathematically sound, but the result may not be visually optimal. Second, the value of is not very sensitive to minor variations, as long as the underlying image model in a cluster is approximately stationary. Third, achieving an optimal for each pixel requires relatively intensive computations. Therefore, the accuracy gained through fine tuning in a homogeneous image area may be overpowered by a loss in efficiency. A more reasonable approach is to assign each cluster an optimal
The procedure is to set up rectangular clusters, and after assigning a value to each cluster, the network is run freely based on some predefined criteria. During the processing, the clusters can be expanded, contracted, or eliminated. The shape of the clusters may change [ Fig. 1(b) ], and their associated regularization parameters may change as well. However, each cluster remains connected only to its nearest neighboring clusters. The final clustering approximately coincides with the homogeneity description of the image.
An important issue in the proposed method is the criteria used to adaptively determine the value of the and the final state of the processing. In this work, the final state of the processing is the direct result of the value of Mathematically, a cluster is defined as a set of physically connected neurons which satisfies (8) for some Since computing with a NoN involves point to point, or vector, processing, the above statement is equivalent to asking what the value of should be such that it will produce the largest possible energy decent for the neurons in cluster
We have developed an algorithm that finds close values of for each cluster with minimal effort.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Extensive testing of the NoN-based method in image regularization has been performed using the constrained least square minimization criterion. Some of the experimental results are shown in this section.
In the first simulation, we sought to compare the performance of the proposed method with that of a conventional neural computing method. The digital image of a cat of size 256 256, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , was severely degraded by a space-variant point spread function with uniform profile. The size of supporting area changed from row to row, ranging from 3 3 to 9 9. Thus (9) where The degraded version is illustrated in [Fig. 2(b) ].
The NoN-based method was used to simulate a generalized constrained least square minimization model (10) Matching (10) with (3), we have the following set of relationships: (11) Given these formal equivalences, a quantitative comparison was then performed against a diluted Hopfield-Tank network [7] with a dilution factor of 1:1000, which is about 1.5 times as dense as that in the NoN-based method. It is proportional to the average size of the imaging functions used in (9) . Unlike the NoN model, the Hopfield-Tank network typically performed global computations well, but there was little, if any, modularity for local computations beyond the level of individual neurons (or pixels).
The results from two sets of simulations are summarized in Fig. 3 . One set of images was generated by the NoN model during image regularization, and a second set of images was produced by the network in [7] . After one iteration, the images were poor for both networks. However, by the where for the degraded image and for the restored image. We calculated rms errors for the degraded image and the regularization images, and the values corresponding to the images in Fig. 3 are listed in Table I . From the table, processing using the NoN-based method appeared to converge within 20 iterations, while the Hopfield-Tank network diverged on this time scale.
The performance of the NoN was also compared with a fully connected Hopfield-Tank network. In this latter network, over 99.8% of the connection weights were zero due to the localized imaging procedure. However, simply identifying the zerovalued connections significantly lengthened the processing. It took about 5 min to run one iteration, and the quality of the output image was similar to that given by the diluted Hopfield-Tank network. A second type of simulation was performed to illustrate how the NoN-based technique may be applied to the preprocessing of underwater image scenes and pattern analysis. Fig. 4(a) illustrates an underwater image of size 200 550 captured by high resolution sonar. The objectives of the analysis were to segment the object from the background and then identify the object by its prominent features, including four protrusions. With degradation, it was hard to distinguish the protrusions from reflections. Moreover, due to different surface textures, parts of the object looked almost transparent in the acoustic image. It was therefore difficult to distinguish the object from the background.
To enhance the quality of the image before analysis, the proposed NoN-based method was applied to regularize the image. Fig. 4(b) shows the image after processing for 20 iterations. The important features of the object were recovered or enhanced, and the overall quality was substantially improved. We emphasize that the complex reconstruction and enhancement converged extremely rapidly.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented the NoN model as a method for rapidly solving regularization problems in early vision. The approach is biologically motivated, wherein functional groups of neurons organize themselves into spatial clusters which vary in time. We have formally shown how a model neural network with these features has interesting local and global processing capabilities.
The correspondence between vector computing in the NoN and the rapid image regularization method described here is embodied in the regularization matrix. The matrix encodes the parameters governing local processing within a framework of sparsely connected global processing. Local and global processes are synergetic and integrated within the NoN framework. Even though we expected good performance from the model, we were impressed with the speed of image convergence under difficult processing conditions.
More work is required to fully appreciate the computational features of the NoN model and other systems with nested architectures. We have outlined a theoretical mechanism for rapid image processing in early vision. There are many open avenues of investigation, and these include issues of controllability, fault tolerance, adaptability, and hardware implementation. In conclusion, we would not be surprised if the approach was applicable to problems beyond those described herein.
